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Abstract

In most practical environments, scheduling is an ongoing reactive process
where evolving and changing circumstances continually force reconsidera-
tion and revision of pre-established plans. Scheduling research has tradi-
tionally ignored this \process view" of the problem, focusing instead on
optimization of performance under idealized assumptions of environmental
stability and solution executability. In this paper, we present work aimed at
the development of reactive scheduling systems, which approach scheduling
as a problem of maintaining a prescriptive solution over time, and empha-
size objectives (e.g., solution continuity, system responsiveness) which relate
directly to e�ective development and use of schedules in dynamic environ-
ments. We describe OPIS, a scheduling system designed to incrementally
revise schedules in response to changes to solution constraints. OPIS im-
plements a constraint-directed approach to reactive scheduling. Constraint
analysis is used to prioritize outstanding problems in the current sched-
ule, identify important modi�cation goals, and estimate the possibilities
for e�cient and non-disruptive schedule modi�cation. This information,
in turn, provides a basis for selecting among a set of alternative modi�ca-
tion actions, which di�er in conict resolution and schedule improvement
capabilities, computational requirements and expected disruptive e�ects.

key words: reactive decision-making, constraint-based problem solving,
blackboard systems and production scheduling.



1. Introduction

The broad goal of manufacturing production management, like other
resource-constrained, multi-agent planning problems, is to produce a coor-
dinated behavior where demands are serviced in a timely and cost-e�ective
manner. In most manufacturing environments, the construction of advance
schedules is recognized as central to achievement of this goal; it enables an-
ticipation of potential performance obstacles (e.g., resource contention) and
provides opportunities to minimize their harmful e�ects on overall manu-
facturing system behavior. In practice, however, two factors confound the
use of schedules as operational guidance. The �rst is the inability to extract
useful guidance from generated schedules in any e�ective, systematic man-
ner; most existing production planning and scheduling systems operate with
models that ignore important operating constraints and conditions, and the
correspondence of generated schedules to factory oor operations is missing.
The second confounding factor is the dynamically changing nature of the
production environment. Machines break down, materials fail to arrive on
time, changing market conditions present unexpected production demands,
etc., all of which work against attempts to follow prescriptive plans. In fact,
the performance of the manufacturing organization ultimately hinges on an
ability to rapidly adapt schedules to �t changing circumstances over time.
In this respect, production planning/scheduling is not a static optimization
problem, but an ongoing reactive process. Optimization objectives (assur-
ing a good global manufacturing behavior) must continually be balanced
with concerns of continuity in operations (because execution of a schedule
sets a large number of interdependent processes in motion) and responsive-
ness (to keep the manufacturing system moving).

In this paper, we present an approach to incremental reactive man-
agement of schedules based on a view of scheduling as an iterative, constraint-
directed process. Under this view, schedule revision/adaptation is driven
by detection and analysis of conicts and opportunities that are introduced
by changes to current solution constraints. Constraint analysis is used
to prioritize outstanding problems in the current schedule, identify im-
portant modi�cation goals, and estimate the possibilities for e�cient and
non-disruptive schedule modi�cation. This information, in turn, provides
a basis for selecting among a set of alternative modi�cation actions, which
di�er in conict resolution and schedule improvement capabilities, com-
putational requirements and expected disruptive e�ects. This approach
to reactive scheduling is implemented in OPIS (OPportunistic Intelligent
Scheduler), a knowledge-based system developed originally for manufac-
turing production scheduling. OPIS combines a modeling framework suit-
able for capturing essential operational constraints and objectives with a
blackboard-based control architecture to provide a general infrastructure
for con�guring constraint-based schedule revision methods and strategies.
The current OPIS manufacturing scheduler instantiates this infrastructure



with a speci�c set of methods and a constraint-based model for directing
their application in responding to reactive scheduling problems. Exper-
imental studies have demonstrated the viability and e�ectiveness of the
scheduler in both generative and reactive scheduling contexts in a variety
of complex manufacturing scheduling domains.

To provide a context for discussion, we �rst examine the charac-
teristics and complexities of the reactive scheduling problem in practical
domains. We then sketch the origins and evolution of the current OPIS
scheduler, highlighting the basic concepts that underlie the approach and
summarizing the results obtained. Next, we describe the principal compo-
nents of the current OPIS scheduling architecture. This provides a basis for
summarizing the heuristic methodology de�ned in the current OPIS manu-
facturing scheduler and illustrating its operation in responding to reactive
scheduling problems. The approach is then summarized and contrasted
with other recent work in reactive scheduling, and we conclude with a brief
discussion of various ways in which the OPIS approach has been and is cur-
rently being extended and generalized for use in other application domains.

2. The Reactive Scheduling Problem

The general problem of interest in this paper is that of managing
prescriptive solutions to scheduling problems. In brief, scheduling prob-
lems involve allocation of resources to the activities of multiple independent
processes over time to achieve a targeted global behavior. Coordination of
production in a factory, management of space missions, and transportation
scheduling to support crisis management are representative examples. To
be viable as operational guidance, a solution - or schedule - must �rst be fea-
sible; i.e., it must satisfy the physical constraints in the domain relating to
usage of resources and execution of processes. In practical domains, these
constraints are often wide ranging and complex in nature. In manufac-
turing production environments, for example, resource allocation decisions
must be consistent with capacity limitations, machine setup requirements,
batching constraints on parallel use, work shift times, etc. Similarly, pro-
duction activities have associated duration and precedence constraints, and
may require the availability of multiple resources (e.g., machines, operators,
tooling, raw materials).

However, feasibility alone is rarely the goal of scheduling; typically
the task is one of optimizing (to the extent possible) a set of objectives
and preferences. For example, processes to be coordinated typically have
requested start and due dates, and one scheduling objective is to attend to
these constraints. Because it may not be possible to satisfy all of these con-
straints (nor is it generally computationally feasible to determine precisely
whether or not this is the case), the common operational objective is min-
imizing tardiness. Other global objectives (often conicting) relate to the
e�ciency with which the processes are executed and resources are utilized:



minimizing wait time between constituent process activities, maximizing
resource utilization, etc. In some cases, performance objectives can be
approximated by tactical operating biases (or preferences). In a manufac-
turing context, for example, there might be a preference for a new machine
over an older machine with overlapping capabilities because of reliability
considerations. The quality of a schedule is a function of the extent to which
it achieves (or e�ectively balances) stated objectives and preferences.

Scheduling research has traditionally focused on generating optimal
solutions to classes of problems that make speci�c assumptions about the
nature of domain constraints and objectives (e.g., [11]). Unfortunately,
practical scheduling domains rarely meet these assumptions. But more
generally, scheduling can rarely be treated as a static optimization prob-
lem. Aside from unpredictability in the execution environment, schedule
generation in practice also tends to be a dynamic reactive process (par-
ticularly when multiple decision-makers are involved). An initial schedule
is built, problematic or unsatisfactory aspects of the result are identi�ed,
requirements are relaxed or strengthened, schedule modi�cations are made
and so on. Here, the current schedule provides the context for identify-
ing and negotiating constraint changes (with the user or other scheduling
agents). Although the focus is on improving the acceptability/quality of
the solution, there is considerable pragmatic value placed on maintaining
continuity in the schedules produced across iterations. Likewise, once exe-
cution begins, it is important to preserve continuity in domain activity while
those changes are made that are necessary to ensure continued feasibility
and attendance to overall performance objectives.

These pragmatic requirements argue strongly for approaches to schedul-
ing based on incremental revision/adaptation of an existing schedule. It is
this net change perspective that leads to what we refer to as the reactive
scheduling problem. We assume that a schedule consists of a set of con-
straints that delineate (1) start time, end time and resource assignments
for each activity of each process, and (2) available resource capacity over
the scheduling horizon. The need for schedule revision arises in response to
the introduction of new constraints or the removal of existing constraints,
which might reect the receipt of status/requirements updates from the
environment or might be due to the results of prior modi�cation actions.
Schedule modi�cation can be initiated for two purposes: (1) to restore the
feasibility of a schedule now known to be infeasible because of the intro-
duction of new conicting constraints or (2) to attempt to produce a higher
quality solution if one or more constraints respected by the current sched-
ule have been relaxed. In the �rst case, modi�cation is necessary to insure
continued executability. In the second case, the potential gain in schedule
quality may be weighed against its likelihood.

There are several characteristics of the schedule revision problem
that inuence the approach taken in OPIS toward its solution:

� It is generally not possible to bound the scope of change required to



the current schedule in advance. Given the tightly coupled nature of
scheduling decisions, changes to one portion of the schedule often have
ripple e�ects. Heuristic guidance can minimize this phenomenon, but
problem combinatorics prevent its elimination. Schedule modi�cation
must necessarily proceed opportunistically (i.e., with the understand-
ing that revision actions may have unforeseen interactions with other
portions of the schedule that must subsequently be resolved).

� Striking an appropriate balance between attending to various schedul-
ing objectives, minimizing disruption, and being computationally ef-
�cient when reasoning about possible modi�cations is a di�cult task.
There are often simple, fairly non-disruptive changes that can restore
schedule feasibility. For example, if resource capacity is suddenly
lost, a�ected activities could simply be delayed until a time in the
schedule when required resource capacity is available (disregarding
implications with respect to scheduling objectives such as minimizing
tardiness). At the same time, however, it is not possible to enforce
rigid bounds on schedule quality (e.g., degree of tardiness allowed)
with assurance that a solution actually exists.

� What about exploiting the expertise of human schedulers? Although
we do not discount the experience accumulated by veteran human
schedulers, our experience in many manufacturing environments is
that schedulers often fall prey to the complexity of interacting con-
straints and decisions, and tend to adopt myopic \�re-�ghting" tactics
(where extinguishing one �re ignites the next). Such tactics keep ex-
ecution moving, but global system behavior deteriorates rapidly. In
OPIS, use of knowledge about current problem structure (i.e., prop-
erties of current solution constraints) is advocated as an alternative
basis for directing the schedule revision process.

3. Origins and Evolution of Approach

The approach to the reactive scheduling problem taken in the OPIS
scheduler is rooted in earlier work with the ISIS job shop scheduling sys-
tem[8, 9]. The ISIS scheduler was the �rst attempt to formulate and oper-
ationalize the view of scheduling as a heuristic, constraint-directed activ-
ity. ISIS emphasized complete representation of all constraints that impact
operational decision-making, and a representational framework that recog-
nized the conicting and negotiable nature of many of these constraints. A
representation of preference (i.e., relaxable) constraints was de�ned to en-
code knowledge relating to various factory objectives and operating prefer-
ences, including their relative importance, possible relaxations of preferred
choices, the utility of each alternative, and the types of decisions that the
constraint impacts. This knowledge about preferences was embedded in
a larger relational framework for modeling the entities and physical con-



straints of the production environment. The OPIS modeling framework
was built directly on these representational concepts.

ISIS also introduced a heuristic search framework for using con-
straints to guide the scheduling process. At the core of the ISIS approach
was a beam search strategy for adding a new job (order) into the develop-
ing shop schedule (or alternatively revising the schedule of a job previously
added to the schedule). Within this search, physical constraints (i.e., oper-
ation precedence constraints, resource requirements and availability) were
used as a basis for generating alternative sets of decisions. Relevant prefer-
ence constraints provided the basis for evaluation and pruning of alterna-
tives at each step of the search, thus implementing a generative approach
to constraint relaxation. This core search process was augmented in two
ways to de�ne the overall scheduling procedure. First, it was bracketed by
rule-based analysis steps. Domain speci�c rules were applied both prior
to any invocation of the search to �x speci�c relaxable constraints (e.g.,
specify \backward" scheduling to ensure satisfaction of due date) and after
the search to assess results and propose constraint relaxations if appropri-
ate (e.g., relax the due date and attempt \forward" scheduling if a feasible
schedule cannot be found during backward scheduling). Second, this ex-
tended beam search procedure was embedded in an iterative, hierarchical
control regime where additional types of constraints were considered at each
successive level. After selecting the next job to schedule (or reschedule) on
each iteration, a high level analysis of remaining resource availability was
used to emphasize speci�c allocation intervals (through the introduction of
additional preferences). After detailed forward or backward beam search
scheduling, which incorporated these additional preferences, �nal local op-
timization to minimize WIP time was performed.

One di�culty encountered with this search architecture was its in-
exibility with respect to strategic problem decomposition. Although the
kernel heuristic beam search procedure provided a exible basis for local
search in the presence of diverse constraints and objectives, its placement
within an overall decomposition framework based rigidly on relative job
priority and stepwise construction of job schedules was found to impose sig-
ni�cant limits on the system's ability to achieve a good compromise with
respect to conicting global objectives.[29]. The problem can be simply
seen by considering two common factory scheduling objectives: minimiz-
ing work-in-process (WIP) time and maximizing resource utilization. The
job-oriented problem decomposition framework of ISIS provides an oppor-
tunity to minimize WIP time, because subproblems are solved that contain
all constraints involved in optimizing this objective. At the same time, a
job-oriented decomposition works against the objective of optimizing re-
source usage because the constraints relevant to this tradeo� are spread
across subproblems. A resource-oriented decomposition strategy, alterna-
tively, provides the complementary opportunity to optimize resource usage
(at the expense of leverage in minimizing WIP). The subproblems solved



in this case contain the competing requests of multiple jobs for a given
resource, enabling resource setups to be minimized. Similar arguments
against a �xed decomposition strategy can be made in reactive scheduling
contexts. Localized revision of individual job schedules (the reactive strat-
egy in ISIS) can provide a direct basis for resolving operation precedence
violations (e.g., resulting from quality control failures and the subsequent
introduction of \part repair" operations) with continued attendance toWIP
minimization, but provides only indirect leverage, at best, in rearranging
resource assignments to maximize throughput in response to an unexpected
loss in resource capacity.

To broaden the range of constraints and objectives that could e�ec-
tively be dealt with, the OPIS scheduler adopts a more exible approach
to problem structuring, referred to as multi-perspective scheduling. The
concept of multi-perspective scheduling, as originally conceived, advocated
the selective use of a complementary set of local scheduling methods, each
conducting its search under di�erent problem decomposition assumptions.
An initial implementation (OPIS 0) focused on integrating use of the job-
oriented beam search procedure of ISIS with a resource-oriented search
procedure built around the \idle time" priority rule [19] and designed to
maximize usage of substitutable resource groups. Schedules were gener-
ated according to a prede�ned strategy, �rst constructing a schedule for
a pre-designated bottleneck resource group, and then completing the shop
schedule on a job-by-job basis. Comparative experimental analysis carried
out in the context of a speci�c Westinghouse job shop environment con-
vincingly demonstrated the power of this con�guration over both ISIS and
a well-regarded resource-centered dispatch scheduling method in balanc-
ing weighted tardiness and WIP minimization goals over a broad range of
factory conditions.[22].

Although OPIS 0 experiments con�rmed the utility of incremen-
tal schedule construction from both resource-centered and job-centered de-
composition perspectives, it did so under rigid and simplifying control as-
sumptions. By presuming a static problem structure comprised of a single
pre-identi�ed bottleneck resource group, it was possible to perform the nec-
essary computation to ensure feasibility of the partial schedule each step
of the way (and avoid the complications of backtracking). However, de-
pendence on any static assumptions about problem structure is ultimately
con�ning (this was the original criticism of the ISIS search architecture).
Resource bottlenecks are typically not stationary but oat over time ac-
cording to production characteristics (e.g., job mix, shop load); attendance
to primary resource bottlenecks can lead to the emergence of secondary
bottlenecks; and in some cases there is no dominant locale of resource con-
tention in the overall manufacturing system. Each of these circumstances
suggests di�erent problem decomposition/structuring decisions, and indi-
cate the need for dynamically determined schedule building strategies.

To dynamically control the use of local search methods oriented



around job and resource loci respectively, the OPIS 1 scheduler [27] in-
troduced the concept of constraint-based control. The general idea here is
that monitoring and analysis of characteristics of the evolving structure
of solution constraints (in particular, exibilities and inexibilities in the
solution space) can provide useful problem structuring knowledge. As fore-
shadowed in the design of the initial hard-wired, multi-perspective strategy
of OPIS 0, resource contention was incorporated in OPIS 1 as the essential
aspect of current solution structure upon which to focus the schedule build-
ing process. A resource capacity analysis procedure was de�ned and used in
conjunction with the heuristic that decisions at \bottleneck" resources are
the most critical to the overall quality of the solution and should be consid-
ered �rst[19, 15]. In moving to this opportunistic scheduling strategy, the
OPIS 0 assumption of a guaranteed feasible partial solution at each inter-
mediate solution state was also abandoned, giving rise to the possibility of
inconsistent decisions. It was felt that repeated generation of \throw away"
schedule extensions to ensure feasibility (as was done in OPIS 0) would not
only become computationally over-bearing but would also add undesirable
bias to the opportunistic scheduling strategy (because of the inuence of
the heuristics used to generate extensions). In OPIS, inconsistent interme-
diate solution states are seen as equivalent to inconsistencies arising from
unexpected external events. They are reactive scheduling problems to be
solved. In the OPIS 1 scheduler, a simple \schedule shifting" method was
added to reconcile all detected conicts and allow the schedule building
process to proceed.

This opportunistic approach to schedule building was supported by
an underlying system architecture based on standard principles of black-
board systems[7]. The OPIS 1 architecture reected the central role of
constraint management in the scheduling process and the constraint-based
approach to coordinating local search. The design anticipated a wider array
of solution constraint metrics upon which to base strategic control decisions
and a larger repertoire of potential scheduling actions. Constraint analysis
routines and scheduling methods were encapsulated as knowledge sources
which, when triggered, operated on a globally accessible representation of
the current solution. Strategic decision-making was localized within a single
controller, that maintained and executed an explicit plan (i.e., an agenda of
analysis and scheduling tasks) for solving the problem. The OPIS 1 archi-
tecture provided an initial infrastructure for investigating constraint-based,
multi-perspective approaches to reactive schedule revision and adaptation.

Focus on the reactive scheduling problem necessitated a shift in per-
spective with respect to strategic control. Whereas problem solving in
generative contexts can be driven top-down from global analysis of prob-
lem requirements and identi�cation of critical decisions, the situation is
di�erent in reactive contexts. Here the starting point is a set of identi�ed
problems in the current solution (e.g., constraint conicts), and focusing
heuristics must be based on localized solution analysis. Moreover, control



decisions must balance pressing (re)optimization needs with potential op-
portunities to make revisions with limited non-local impact. Investigation
of reactive scheduling strategies also sharpened understanding with respect
to scheduling architecture requirements and highlighted problems in some
of the assumptions made in the OPIS 1 scheduler. Most important was
recognition of the inappropriateness of attempting to maintain a strate-
gic control plan for solving a reactive scheduling problem. Because it is
generally not possible to predict the non-local e�ects of a given conict
resolving action (e.g., the number and types of conicts, if any, that will be
introduced as a result of applying the action, the potential serendipitous
e�ects of this action on other currently pending conicts), it was rarely
the case that an initially formulated control plan could be carried out to
completion. Reassessment and revision of the agenda of pending tasks was
typically required at each strategic step.

These considerations and experiences contributed to development of
the OPIS 2 scheduler [25]. Work in reactive scheduling led to expansion
of the set of scheduling methods, extending the search-based methods uti-
lized in OPIS 1 to provide schedule revision capabilities and incorporating
additional, more-specialized repair actions. The underlying scheduling ar-
chitecture was revised to provide a more reactive, blackboard-based control
framework. Within the OPIS 2 architecture, schedule generation and re-
vision is uniformly cast as an iterative process of subproblem formulation
and subproblem solution, opportunistically directed by analysis of current
problem structure. A speci�c heuristic model, which maps the optimiza-
tion needs and opportunities implied by speci�c reactive scheduling states
to the di�erential capabilities of the expanded set of revision methods, was
developed and implemented as a means of validating the approach [20].
A series of experiments carried out in the context of an IBM computer
board assembly and test line demonstrated the comparative advantage of
this reactive model over several less exible revision strategies as well as
a random selection model biased by the choice percentages observed using
the model across all experiments (to verify that the model did, in fact, en-
code useful knowledge) [25]. Performance was evaluated in this study with
respect to weighted criteria reecting optimization, stability, and e�ciency
objectives across a diverse range of reactive problems involving unexpected
resource loss and job delays due to quality control failures. More recent
experimental analysis has evaluated this reactive model in support of gen-
erative decision-making[1]; reruns of the original multi-perspective job shop
experiments with the OPIS 2 scheduler, using dynamic, bottleneck-based
problem decomposition and the reactive model to resolve conicts intro-
duced along the way, yielded signi�cant further improvements in schedule
quality over the original hard-wired multi-perspective strategy.1

In the next few sections, we summarize the organization and opera-

1The reader is referred to [22, 20, 25, 1] for details of the experimental results obtained
with variants of the OPIS scheduler.



tion of the OPIS 2 scheduling system (referred to hereafter simply as OPIS).
We �rst describe the infrastructure for constraint-based, reactive schedul-
ing provided by the OPIS scheduling architecture . We then turn attention
to the methods and heuristics implemented within this architecture in the
current OPIS reactive scheduler.

4. The OPIS Scheduling Architecture

Figure 1. schematically depicts the blackboard-based control ar-
chitecture de�ned in OPIS. The architecture presumes a collection of base
scheduling methods (or knowledge sources) that carry out designated sched-
uling tasks and make changes to a commonly accessible representation of
the current solution. An additional \model update" knowledge source is in-
voked upon receipt of external noti�cation of constraint changes (e.g., new
requirements, execution status updates) to reect their consequences on
the current solution. The introduction of changes to the current schedule
(whether they are externally imposed or due to execution of a scheduling
task) results in the posting of control events in a global description of the
system's current control state. The control state at any point characterizes
the set of outstanding problems that remain (i.e., current conicts in the
schedule, set of commitments that remain to be made, unexplored oppor-
tunities for improving the solution). A separate set of analysis knowledge
sources extends this control description to provide the information neces-
sary to support the formulation of subsequent scheduling tasks.

Two additional system components provide the distinguishing char-
acteristics of the OPIS architecture and the infrastructure for opportunistic,
multi-perspective scheduling: a schedule maintenance subsystem, which in-
crementally maintains a representation of current solution constraints, and
a top level manager (TLM), which holds responsibility for coordinating the
use of scheduling, analysis and model update methods, and implements an
event-driven control cycle. The former provides both a basis for analyz-
ing aspects of the current scheduling state and a means for communicating
scheduling constraints among di�erent formulated subproblems. The latter
de�nes a structure for specifying and a mechanism for applying the control
knowledge necessary to implement constraint-based scheduling strategies.

Both the representation of the schedule maintained within OPIS and
the methods incorporated to analyze and modify this schedule are de�ned
relative to an underlying domain model, which contains a speci�cation of
the constraints and objectives on process execution and resource allocation
that must be accounted for in the target environment. Before considering
the schedule management subsystem and the TLM in more detail, we �rst
summarize the structure of domain models constructed within the OPIS
modeling framework.
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Figure 1. The OPIS Scheduling Architecture

4.1. Modeling Framework
Within a OPIS domain model, prototype process descriptions (e.g.,

manufacturing production plans for various part types) are represented as
hierarchies of operations, with aggregate operations designating either more
detailed sub-processes (i.e., sequences of operations) or sets of exclusive
alternatives. Operation descriptions at any level specify precedence re-
lations (predecessor and successor operations), duration constraints, and
resource capacity and setup requirements. Resources are correspondingly
represented hierarchically, with atomic resources grouped into increasingly
larger resource pools, to provide a description of resource allocation con-
straints (e.g., available capacity, hours of operation) at each level of ab-
straction in the prototype plans. Thus, for example, if a disjunctive leaf
operation speci�es usage of a particular manufacturing machine as a re-
source requirement, the aggregate operation to which it is related at the
next level speci�es usage of capacity in an encompassing machine group as a
resource requirement. This hierarchical domain model provides a structure



for representing and maintaining solution constraints at di�erent levels of
precision; in reactive contexts this hierarchical model provides one basis for
reasoning about the scope of potential schedule modi�cations.

The OPIS modeling framework provides an extensible set of primi-
tives for specifying a wide range of constraints on resource allocation. Re-
source representations enable speci�cation of unit capacity resources, which
must be allocated exclusively to a given process (e.g., a machine), batch
capacity resources, which can simultaneously be allocated to multiple pro-
cesses over the same interval (e.g., an oven), and a variety of disjunctive and
conjunctive aggregate capacity resources, where capacity can simultane-
ously be allocated to multiple processes without temporal synchronization
(e.g., machine, operator groups). Resource setup constraints can be mod-
eled as temporal delays, expressed as arbitrary functions of the operations
that consecutively utilize a given resource. Operation durations, similarly,
can be expressed as functions of work content (e.g., the number of parts
in the batch being processed). Work shift constraints can additionally be
imposed on resource availability, with allowance for preemption of process
execution across non-working hours. Priorities and priority classes can be
associated with process requests (e.g., orders for manufactured parts) in ad-
dition to requested release and due dates. The utility-based representation
of preferences originally developed in ISIS provides a basis for specifying
idiosyncratic biases with respect to choice sets de�ned in the domain model
(e.g., preferences over substitutable resource groups). Details of the OPIS
representational framework can be found in [26].

4.2. Schedule Maintenance
To provide a representation of the current schedule, an appropriate

prototype plan in the domain model is instantiated for each job or process
to be accomplished in the current scheduling horizon. These instantiated
plans designate the set of process operations that must be scheduled to
obtain a complete solution (actually a superset, because some instantiated
operations designate alternatives that will become unde�ned as choices are
made). Given these instantiated plans and the resource hierarchy de�ned
in the domain model, the schedule maintenance subsystem incrementally
maintains the following solution constraints:

� the current time bounds (an earliest start time, latest end time pair)
on the execution of each instantiated operation that has been or might
be scheduled, and

� a speci�cation of the current available capacity of resources at each
level of the hierarchy over time at each level in the hierarchy (repre-
sented as an ordered sequence of intervals of the form (st, et, capacity
available) that covers the scheduling horizon).

As additional scheduling decisions are made or the constraints implied by
external status updates are introduced, the schedule maintenance system



combines these new constraints with the constraints on process execution
and resource utilization de�ned in the underlying domain model and speci-
�ed problem constraints (e.g., job release and due dates). This results in an
updating of the time bounds and available capacity representations, respec-
tively, of related operations and resources at all de�ned levels of abstraction.
Thus, an unscheduled operation's time bounds at any point reect the set
of allocation decisions compatible with domain and problem constraints,
and any scheduling decisions that have been made.

Constraint propagation in response to schedule changes can lead to
the detection of two types of conicts:

� time conicts - situations where either the time bounds or scheduled
execution times of two operations belonging to the same process in-
stantiation violate a de�ned temporal precedence constraint, or the
time bounds of a single operation violate a rigid absolute bound on
process execution.2

� capacity conicts - situations where the resource requirements of a
set of currently scheduled operations exceed the available capacity of
a speci�c resource over some interval of time.

The recognition of conicts signals the need for schedule revision. Detected
conicts are posted in the current control state as elementary conict events
which require subsequent scheduling attention.

Constraint propagation can also lead to detection of rescheduling
opportunities, situations where time and capacity constraints are loosened
by introduced schedule changes. In the current implementation, such situa-
tions are treated in a somewhat specialized manner; opportunity events are
posted only in response to changes originating from external events that
imply additional resource capacity (e.g., cancellation of a process request)
to ensure that a rescheduling process is triggered. The �nal type of control
event that can be posted by the schedule management subsystem is an in-
complete hypothesis event, signifying that some set of scheduling decisions
still remains to be made. Details of this approach to schedule maintenance
can be found in [14].

4.3. Strategic Control
Events posted by the schedule management subsystem are responded

to within a control cycle de�ned by the TLM. The TLM control cycle iden-
ti�es four stages of control decision-making that must occur in specifying
the next scheduling action to perform and correspondingly four types of
knowledge sources necessary to support the process:

2Some types of imposed time constraints, in particular due date constraints, are speci�ed
as relaxable instead of rigid. Violations of such relaxable constraints are not seen as
conicts, but are instead interpreted as relaxation decisions made by the originator of
the change. In such cases, time bounds of other temporally related operations belonging
to the same process are updated to reect this newly determined end time bound.



� event aggregation - The �rst decision-making step contributes to se-
lection of the particular control event (or events) of those currently
posted to serve as the focal point of reaction on the current cycle. It is
often the case that individual events are related in some manner and
would be better addressed simultaneously. During event aggregation,
knowledge of such relationships is applied to the set of posted events.
In cases where speci�c relationships are detected, aggregate events are
created and added to the list of posted events in the current control
state.

� event prioritization - After this preprocessing of posted control events,
prioritization heuristics are applied to select the speci�c event to be
responded to in the current cycle. All events other than the highest
priority event are left pending until the next cycle.

� event analysis - Having identi�ed a focal point for problem solving, the
next step in the control cycle is problem analysis. The goal of this
step is to summarize essential aspects of the current solution state
(e.g., the relative looseness or tightness of current time and capacity
constraints), providing a basis for determining how to best respond
to the event. Analysis results are appended to the event description
in the current control state.

� subproblem formulation - During the last step, subproblem formula-
tion knowledge is applied to the results of problem analysis, resulting
in generation of a particular scheduling task to execute. A scheduling
task designates (1) a particular component of the overall schedule to
extend or revise, (2) a particular scheduling method to apply, and (3)
depending on the KS selected, appropriate parameterization of the
solution procedure.3

Once an appropriate scheduling task has been determined, it is car-
ried out, the results are introduced into the current solution, and the TLM
control cycle repeats. When, on any given cycle, the set of posted events
becomes empty, a complete and consistent solution has been obtained and
the process terminates.

5. Constraint-Based Schedule Repair in OPIS

The OPIS scheduling architecture allows speci�cation of a range of
methods and heuristics for addressing the reactive scheduling problem. The
current OPIS manufacturing scheduler implements one such con�guration
of methods and heuristics, emphasizing principles of constraint-based focus

3It is possible in some circumstances for the subproblem formulation step to produce
a sequence of scheduling tasks. In this case, all speci�ed tasks will be executed before
further consideration of the current control state.



of attention and multi-perspective scheduling discussed earlier in the pa-
per. In this section, we examine the various heuristic components of this
constraint-based repair methodology. We start with an overview of the base
methods de�ned as strategic schedule revision alternatives.

5.1. Strategic Alternatives
The set of possible modi�cation actions available in the current OPIS

scheduler range from general heuristic search procedures oriented toward
generating and revising sets decisions associated with a speci�c process or
resource to more specialized revision procedures for sliding schedule compo-
nents forward or backward in time and performing pairwise resource assign-
ment exchanges. In describing these methods below, we restrict attention
to describing revision capabilities, and characterizing their di�erential be-
havioral characteristics.

The Order Scheduler (OSC) provides a method for revising the
schedule of some contiguous sequence of operations in the plan of a given
process (e.g., the plan associated with a given manufacturing order). Revi-
sion of a designated process (or subprocess) schedule is accomplished by �rst
retracting the current time and resource assignments of each constituent op-
eration (i.e., releasing previously allocated intervals of resource capacity),
and then applying the augmented beam search strategy of ISIS (see Section
3) to determine new resource assignments and execution intervals for the
operation sequence. In addition to identifying the speci�c subprocess to
be revised, an OSC scheduling task also designates a level of \visibility"
with respect to resource availability. The search can be constrained to con-
sider only execution intervals for which resource capacity currently exists,
which we designate as the complete visibility (CV) OSC, or can be allowed
to consider capacity allocated to lower priority jobs as available, which we
designate as the prioritized visibility (PV) OSC. These two modes of opera-
tion are illustrated in Figure 2. Because prioritized visibility search admits
the possibility of introducing additional capacity conicts into the sched-
ule (leading to "bumping" of lower priority processes), a decision to invoke
the PV-OSC trades o� potential additional disruption for some ability to
perform resource-based optimization.

The Resource Scheduler (RSC), provides a second general re-
vision method, in this case for resequencing operations on a designated
resource (or substitutable resource group) from a speci�ed point in time
onward so as to consistently accommodate a designated set of conict-
ing operations. Schedule revision is accomplished by \assuming" that the
schedule must be completely regenerated from the revision start time on-
ward and applying an iterative forward-dispatch search procedure to ac-
complish this goal. However, the decisions in the current schedule are not
actually retracted prior to invoking this procedure; rather operations in the
current schedule are only retracted when they are chosen to be \dispatched
on a resource" on a given dispatch cycle. After all designated conict op-



R1:

(A) Possible execution intervals on R1 under "complete visibility".

R1:

(B) Possible execution intervals on R1 under "prioritized visibility".

scheduled higher priority operation

scheduled lower priority operation

period of resource availability

time

time

Figure 2. OSC visibility of allocation decisions

erations have been rescheduled, the procedure terminates on the �rst cycle
where retraction and re-insertion of the chosen operations leave the overall
resource schedule consistent. Thus, RSC attempts to preserve as much of
the original resource schedule as possible while it resolves the problem at
hand. The dispatch cycle itself makes selective use of a collection of priority
rules to balance weighted tardiness and setup minimization concerns when
selecting among alternative resource assignment and operation dispatch
decisions. A detailed description of these heuristics can be found in [22].
The RSC method is designed from the assumption that contention for the
resource(s) to be rescheduled is high; use of a dispatch-based search frame-
work presumes that it is not necessary to consider insertion of resource idle
time, and places emphasis instead on e�cient resource utilization. Since
revision of the schedule of a resource (or resource group) by RSC typically
results in some amount of resequencing of scheduled operations (forcing
some to be scheduled later than before) it is possible that its application
will introduce new time conicts with downstream process operations into
the overall schedule.

The Right Shifter (RSH) implements a considerably less sophisti-
cated reactive method that resolves conicts by simply "pushing" the sched-
uled execution times of designated operations forward in time (\jumping"
over any scheduled operation on the same resource whose end time falls be-
fore the end of the shift). Execution of these designated shifts can introduce
both time conicts (with downstream operations belonging to the same pro-
cess) and capacity conicts (with operations scheduled downstream on the
same resource). However, these conicts are internally resolved by recur-



sively propagating the shifts through resource and process schedules to the
extent necessary. Thus, the RSH will not introduce any new conicts into
the overall schedule. Figure 3 shows the result of an RSH action to resolve
a time conict involving op� a1 by shifting its scheduled start time on R1.
In this example, each process i follows the operation sequence op � i1 !
op� i2 on resources R1 and R2, respectively.

op-c1op-a1

op-x2 op-a2 op-c2

R1:

R2:

time

EST(op-a1)

op-c1op-a1 op-b1

op-a2 op-b2 op-c2

op-b1 op-d1

op-d2

... ... ...

op-b2

precedence constraint
(pt1 <= pt2)

Figure 3. Application of RSH to op� a1 on R1

The Left Shifter (LSH) provides a similar but totally non-disruptive
reactive method that \pulls" operations backwards in time (i.e., closer to
execution) to the extent that current resource availability and temporal
process constraints will permit. The method proceeds by sliding opera-
tions on a designated resource R to exploit an identi�ed interval of available
resource capacity (and any capacity intervals created by this sliding), and
then recursively applying the procedure to the resources associated with the
successor operations of processes who have had their scheduled execution
interval on R changed. The recursion terminates whenever a downstream
resource schedule is encountered that does not provide opportunities for left
shifting or when process schedules have been completely traversed. Within
the current implementation LSH is used exclusively for responding to op-
portunity events. Figure 4 shows the result of a LSH action invoked on
resource R1 upon indication that R1 has become available earlier than ex-
pected. In this case, op � a1 is �rst rescheduled to start as soon as R1 is
available, op � c1 is then shifted into the time interval vacated by op� a1
(because op � b10s earliest start time constraint does not allow it to be
moved), and �nally op � d1 is shifted left as far as possible.
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Figure 4. LSH revision in response to unexpected resource availability

TheDemand Swapper (DSW) implements a �nal revision method
based on pairwise exchange of the respective resource assignments and exe-
cution intervals of two similar processes. It is applicable in situations where
a given process has unexpectedly been delayed and is now expected to be
tardy. When invoked, DSW �rst identi�es a set of suitable candidate pro-
cesses for exchange (i.e., similar processes that are currently scheduled to
complete ahead of their due dates). If at least one candidate is found, then
an exchange of the remaining unexecuted portion of the problematic pro-
cess's schedule with the corresponding portion of the schedule of another is
made to minimize their combined tardiness. In essence, this action has the
e�ect of redirecting the pair of processes to ful�ll each other's respective
demands. Note that the DSW is not necessarily a conict resolution strat-
egy. It is more appropriately viewed as a scheduling action that improves
the character of the conict. Figure 5 illustrates the result of applying a
DSW action, in this case in response to the insertion of an extra \rework"
operation into Process10s operation sequence and the subsequent detection
of a precedence violation between operations rework � 1 and op � 1 � 2.
The depicted exchange of downstream execution intervals leaves the sched-
ule of Process1 conict free and ending with a small amount of tardiness.
The precedence violation has moved to Process20s schedule, but given that
Process2 was originally scheduled to �nish well ahead of its due date, there
is now additional slack available for resolution of the conict.

5.2. Responding to Conicts
The above revision methods provide a range of capabilities for re-

sponding to reactive scheduling problems, and the strategic control problem
faced by the scheduler is that of intelligently mapping relevant capabilities
to detected problems. As indicated in Section 4, three general sources of
knowledge are required by the TLM to solve this control problem: the �rst
supporting selection of the particular conict or set of conicts to focus on
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Figure 5. DSW revision in response to an unexpected process delay

next, the second providing characteristics of essential aspects of the current
solution state, and the third concerning formulation of the most appropriate
revision action to take to resolve this conict (or set of conicts).

5.2.1. Conict Selection
Posted conict descriptions provide basic characterizations of prob-

lems indicating the type of conict (time or capacity), the operation(s)
whose current commitments are in conict, the resource (or resources) in-
volved, the processes (or jobs) involved, the start time of the conict and
its temporal magnitude. Given this information, a variety of criteria can
be de�ned for aggregating and prioritizing the current set of posted con-
icts on any given revision cycle. The heuristics incorporated in the current
scheduler reect our experiences to date.

With respect to aggregation of posted elementary conicts for simul-
taneous consideration, the heuristics currently utilized emphasize recogni-
tion of two types of relationships in posted elementary capacity conicts
that have been observed to occur with some regularity in speci�c reactive
contexts.4 The �rst relationship that triggers aggregation is based on com-
monality in the resources involved in elementary capacity conicts. It is
often the case that two or more capacity conicts involving the same re-
source have intersecting sets of conicting operations. For example, in the
simple case of a unit capacity resource, if a given operation is scheduled over
an interval that spans the scheduled execution times of several other op-
erations previously allocated to that resource, individual capacity conicts
will be detected for each pair of operations. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 6, which depicts (in Gantt chart form) portions of the schedules of

4We have experimentedwith various relationships for aggregating time conicts but have
as yet found none that add substantial value to rescheduling performance.



two unit capacity resources R1 and R2, and indicates two capacity conicts
CC1 and CC2 in R10s schedule that involve op � x1. Because problems of
over-allocation often require resource resequencing, it makes little sense to
consider these conicts individually.

The second situation under which elementary capacity conicts are
aggregated is based on commonality in the processes involved in the con-
icts. This aggregation is motivated by a type of situation that can result
from execution of a PV-OSC revision task (the only modi�cation action
that can introduce additional capacity conicts). If PV-OSC determines
new scheduling decisions for a given process that bump a lower priority
process with a similarly structured plan (as is common in manufacturing
environments with ow shop characteristics), then it is quite possible for
capacity conicts to be introduced on several resources which involve opera-
tions belonging to these same two processes. This situation is also depicted
in Figure 6, where it is assumed that jobs are processed �rst on R1, then on
R2. Conicts CC1 and CC3 involve the same two jobs at two consecutive
process steps. Because multiple components of the same process schedule
now require revision, it is natural to consider the aggregate problem.

op-x1

op-a1 op-b1

CC1

CC3

CC2

op-c op-a2

op-x2

R1:

R2:

AGG-CC    = {op-x1, op-a1, op-b1}1

AGG-CC   = {job x, job a}2

time

Figure 6. Aggregation of conicts

Recognition of either relationship leads to the generation of aggre-
gate events (as depicted in Figure 6) and their introduction into the list of
currently posted events. Note that distinct aggregate events are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive groupings of elementary events. Any created
aggregate event that is not selected as the current focal point for reaction
is discarded.

Within the current scheduler, events are selected (prioritized) �rst
as a function of event type. Aggregate conicts are higher priority than
elementary conicts, and process-based aggregations (by their linkage to
an ongoing reactive strategy) are higher priority than resource-based ag-
gregations. Elementary time and capacity conicts are of equal priority.



Opportunity events are lowest priority and are only selected in conict
free situations (because conict resolution can actually exploit any posted
opportunities). The second selection criteria applied (in situations where
event type does not identify a unique event) is the urgency of the event
(i.e., temporal proximity to execution).

5.2.2. Conict Analysis
Determination of the most appropriate revision action to undertake

to resolve a given conict requires knowledge about the continued validity
of various scheduling decisions, pressing (re)optimization needs, and cur-
rent sources of rescheduling exibility. The base assumption underlying
the OPIS scheduler is that analysis of current problem structure can pro-
vide this knowledge. In this section, we describe the set of metrics that
are currently computed for this purpose. These metrics summarize various
characteristics of current solution constraints, and computations are con-
�ned to a local region of the solution containing the focal point conict. A
conict horizon, de�ned as an interval that temporally spans the conict
by a pre-speci�ed margin, restricts attention to a subset of operations in
addition to those directly involved the conict.5

Two metrics are de�ned to estimate the severity of conict itself, and
�ve others are de�ned to characterize the tightness or looseness of current
time and capacity constraints in the schedule. Several are de�ned with
respect to a particular resource involved in the conict, designated RC.
For all types of capacity conicts except process-based aggregate conicts,
RC is the single resource that is over-allocated (which might well be an
aggregate capacity resource representing a pool of more atomic resources).
Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that relevant metrics are computed
relative to each constituent < conflict;RC > pair in the case of a process-
based aggregate conict. In the case of a time conict, which designates
a precedence violation between two consecutive process operations, we as-
sume that RC is the resource assigned to the downstream operation. We
also designate ConflC as the set of operations whose commitments are in
conict (the union over all constituent conicts in the case of all aggregate
conicts). Figure 7 graphically depicts a portion of a schedule for aggregate
resource RC that contains a capacity conict, identifying both the conict
horizon and ConflC .

Conict Duration is de�ned as the temporal magnitude of the in-
consistency (e.g., t2�t1 in Figure 7) normalized with respect to the average
duration of all operations scheduled on RC within the conict horizon (e.g.,
the average duration of operations op� b through op�h in Figure 7). This
metric provides one indicator of the continuing validity of RC's schedule.
Appealing to sensitivity analysis[2, 17], if the duration is low, then it is
reasonable to assume that the sequencing decisions previously made at RC

5This use of metrics is quite similar to the concept of \textures" described in [10],
although the focus there is in generating schedules.
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Figure 7. A capacity conict

remain valid. The problem lies only in the timing details. If the duration
is high, however, this assumption is not valid.

Conict Size is de�ned as j RetractC j, where RetractC is an
identi�ed (minimal) set of operations in ConflC that must be retracted
(and hence rescheduled) to restore consistency (in the case of process-based
aggregate conicts, RetractC is computed for each constituent capacity
conict and conict size is the average size of these sets). RetractC is
constructed with the assumption that the operation whose commitment
created the conict will not be moved, and this set is retained for later
use in formulating revision tasks. In Figure 7, for example, RetractC =
fop � d; op � fg and j RetractC j= 2 if we assume all operations are of
equal priority. If the conict size is low, then it is reasonable to assume
that most sequencing decisions relative to RC are valid. For example, if
conict size is 1, then the operation in RetractC may be the only one out
of sequence. If the number is high, then sequence optimization at RC is an
important concern.

Resource Idle Time is de�ned as the average amount of capacity
available at RC over the conict horizon (recall we are typically speaking
of an aggregate resource). Figure 8 indicates periods of available capacity
(or resource idle time) in the case of the conict contained in Figure 7. If
average idle time is low, indicating a bottleneck situation, then optimization
of RC 's schedule to achieve maximum throughput is a primary concern. If
average idle time is high, then resource-based optimization is unimportant.
Resource Idle time is also computed for any disjunctive aggregate capacity
resource that containsRC in the underlying hierarchical model. An increase
in resource idle time moving upward in the resource hierarchy indicates
exibility to assign alternative resources to operations in ConflC .

Local Upstream Slack measures the exibility in the scheduled
start times of the operations scheduled on RC . The upstream slack of a
given job is de�ned simply as the di�erence between the scheduled start
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Figure 8. Periods of idle time within the conict horizon

time of its operation on RC and the scheduled (or actual) end time of its
immediately preceding operation, and local upstream slack is the average
slack over all jobs scheduled on RC within the conict horizon. Figure 9
expands the schedule given in Figure 7 to include portions of the upstream
and downstream schedule (on resources Ri and Rj respectively), and indi-
cates the upstream slack associated with jobs c, e, g, and h (in this �gure
the operation sequence op � i0 ! op � i ! op � i00 is assumed for each
job i). If the local upstream slack of operations requiring RC is high, then
there are opportunities for resequencing on RC . It might be possible to
place operations into the \holes" of available capacity that will be vacated
by operations in ConflC .
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Figure 9. Upstream and downstream slack

Local Downstream Slack, alternatively, captures the local exi-
bility in the scheduled end times of operations currently scheduled on RC.



In de�ning this measure, we appeal to an assumption concerning charac-
teristics of a good schedule, namely that good schedules will exhibit queue
times only before bottleneck resources. Given this assumption, we de�ne
local downstream slack to be the average of the durations of the �rst sched-
uled delay in the downstream schedules of each process/job scheduled on
RC within the conict horizon. If there are no scheduled delays in the
schedule of a given process, then there is no local slack. Figure 9 (top)
indicates the downstream slack for jobs b, c, d, and f scheduled on RC in
the simple case where there is only one successor operation. If downstream
slack is low, then downstream resource contention is not likely to be se-
vere (i.e., there are no apparent downstream bottlenecks). If downstream
slack is high, there is evidence of at least one downstream bottleneck and
optimization of resource schedules further downstream can be important.

Projected Lateness de�nes another average measure of temporal
exibility, this time relative to the operation(s) in ConflC . The projected
lateness of an operation is de�ned similarly to local downstream slack, ex-
cept now we are interested in the di�erence between the earliest time that
the process/job can arrive at the downstream bottleneck and its scheduled
start time on that resource. If there is no downstream bottleneck, then we
are interested in the di�erence between the earliest the process can �nish
and its due date. If the projected lateness of an operation in ConflC is
negative (i.e., the operation is still "early" relative to its current deadline),
then resource-based optimization is unimportant. If the lateness is positive,
then resource-based optimization is important.

Variance in Projected Lateness is de�ned with respect to all
operations scheduled on RC within the conict horizon. This provides an
indication of the opportunities for pair-wise optimization of process/job
schedules. If the variance is high, then it might be possible to trade o�
positive and negative projected latenesses of speci�c processes by swapping
demands.

5.2.3. Subtask Formulation
Determination of how to best resolve a given conict is based on a

qualitative model that combines the above stated implications of computed
analysis metrics with knowledge of the di�erential optimization and conict
resolution capabilities of alternative revision actions. Given the results of
conict analysis, the model yields the revision method whose behavioral
characteristics best match recognized revision needs and opportunities. The
reasoning process underlying construction of the model is illustrated in
Figure 10. In this case, the presence of a \large" conict duration indicates
the need for some amount of resequencing at RC. Because resource idle time
at RC is \low", e�cient utilization ofRC to maximize throughput is needed.
RSC is the strongest candidate from the standpoint of these needs, with
the potential disadvantage of introducing time conicts with downstream
process operations. However, because upstream slack is \high", there are



opportunities for non-disruptive sequence changes at RC . Hence, RSC is
selected as the method to apply.6
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Figure 10. Mapping Analysis Results to Repair Actions

The set of rules that make up the constructed model is given in Table
1. Only one rule does not specify a unique choice. In this case, DSW is
always selected �rst (because it typically acts to improve the character of
the conict), and then removed from consideration on the next cycle. As
indicated previously, handling of opportunity events is restricted to those
reective of unexpected gains in available resource capacity. Such events are
responded to only after a feasible schedule has been obtained, and always
by applying LSH.

6Currently, simple thresholds on conict analysis metric values are used to produce
qualitative interpretations.



Con. Con. Idle Upstr. Proj.
Dur. Size Time Slack Late. �2(P.L.) Action
small RSH
large high � CV-OSC
large high + high DSW, PV-OSC
large high + low PV-OSC
large large low RSC
large small low high RSC
large small low low PV-OSC

Table 1
Action Selection Model

Formulation of a scheduling task involving the selected action re-
quires determination of scope (i.e., what particular set of scheduling deci-
sions is to be revised). This decision is also based on information provided
by conict analysis, as well as knowledge relating to prior modi�cation ac-
tions. Because revision methods di�er in the types of schedule components
they manipulate, decisions about scope depend on the speci�c method se-
lected. If either OSC and RSH actions are to be applied to resolve a ca-
pacity conict, then the process (or processes) to be rescheduled must be
selected. Here the operation whose commitments originally introduced the
conict are left intact; scheduling tasks are created for the processes associ-
ated with each operation contained in the set RetractC (computed during
conict analysis).7 For OSC actions, it is also necessary to delineate which
portion of its downstream schedule to revise. If downstream slack is high
(indicating the presence of downstream bottleneck resources), then scope is
limited to the portion of the process's plan that precedes the downstream
bottleneck operation.

In the case of RSC actions, decisions about scope concern the level of
aggregation of the focal point resource (or, equivalently, how large a set of
substitutable resource schedules to revise). This decision is a function of the
increased rescheduling exibility that can be gained by broadening scope.
If a disjunctive aggregate resource is found moving upward the hierarchical
model with signi�cantly higher estimated resource idle time than that of
RC, then that resource is selected as the focal point of the RSC action;
otherwise scope is restricted to RC. DSW tasks, �nally, require designation
of a set of processes to consider, which is taken to be the set of operations
scheduled on RC over the conict horizon.

5.3. An Example
To illustrate the behavior of the OPIS reactive scheduler, we con-

sider a sample reactive scenario involving response to an unexpected loss in

7Given the current action selection model, j RetractC j is rarely > 1 when OSC or RSH
is selected.



resource capacity. Figure 11 graphically depicts (again in Gantt chart form)
the current schedule for a portion of a hypothetical factory. The diagram
indicates machine and time assignments of operations for nine jobs (or or-
ders) covering three stages of the manufacturing process. The operations
associated with each particular job are related by temporal precedence con-
straints which are designated by directed arcs in the diagram. The pattern
used to designate the operations of a job reects the job's \part type",
which has implications with respect to machine setup requirements at dif-
ferent stages of the manufacturing process (there are four types of parts
being manufactured in this example). We assume in this example that all
assigned machines are unit-capacity resources (i.e., capable of servicing only
one job at a time); thus, the time line associated with a given machine in the
diagram indicates either a scheduled operation, a scheduled setup operation
(represented as a black rectangle), or a period of availability (represented
as blank space).
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Figure 11. Unexpected Machine Breakdown

The three stages of the manufacturing process covered in the diagram
impose the following allocation constraints. Machines M1, M2, and M3 are
organized into work area WA1 and are utilized in the �rst stage of the
process. Each of these machines is capable of manufacturing any of the
four part types; however, a machine setup must be incurred in switching
from one part type to another. Machines M4 and M5 are used in the
second stage of the process. Each of these machines is specialized to the



manufacture of two unique part types and there is no setup required for
part changeovers. Machine M6, �nally, is used in the third stage for all
part types (again with no setup requirements).

As indicated in Figure 11, machine M1 is expected to be down for
an interval that overlaps the ongoing execution of Op1 and the scheduled
execution of Op2. In this case, the already completed portion of Op1 is
salvageable. Introduction of these newly known constraints into the cur-
rent solution (via execution of a model update task) results in (1) a split
of Op1 into a two operation sequence (Op1 Op1*) reecting completed and
uncompleted portions of the original Op1, (2) allocation of a \machine re-
pair" operation for the designated interval, and (3) subsequent detection
and posting of two capacity conicts. Because both conicts involve the
same resource, they are aggregated for simultaneous consideration. Anal-
ysis of this aggregate event indicates high resource contention over the
conict horizon, positive projected lateness in the jobs involved in the con-
ict, and a large conict size, leading to formulation of an RSC revision
task. Given that resource contention is lower at the aggregate WA1 level
in the hierarchical model (suggesting resequencing exibility if alternative
machine assignments are considered), WA1 is chosen as the focal point of
the RSC task. The revisions made by the RSC in this step are indicated in
Figure 12. The resulting solution state is given in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Action of RSC in revising WA1 schedule

Execution of the RSC scheduling task introduces two new time con-
icts, reecting precedence violations between operation pairs (Op1* Op1b)
and (Op2 Op2b) respectively. On the basis of conict urgency, problem se-
lection determines an initial focus on the conict involving Job1. Analysis
of this conict indicates relatively low resource contention on M4 over the
conict horizon, but positive projected lateness in the job involved in the
conict. Accordingly, a PV-OSC scheduling task is formulated to provide
an aggressive approach to revising the downstream portion of Job1's sched-
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Figure 13. Solution State after revision of WA1 schedule

ule. Figure 14 indicates the result of this action. Because weighted tardiness
prioritization favors Job1 over both Job5 and Job2, decisions are made to
utilize machine capacity currently allocated to both of these jobs. Upon
commitment to these decisions, the depicted capacity conicts are detected
and posted. The previously detected precedence violation between the op-
eration pair (Op2Op2b) persists also (the earliest feasible start time of Op2b
is indicated by the \[" in Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Scheduling state after PV-OSC (init-op = Op1b)

In this case, commonality in the jobs involved in each capacity con-



ict results in creation of an aggregate conict event. Subsequent conict
analysis again indicates relatively low contention at resource focal points
as well as the presence of rescheduling exibility in the form of upstream
slack. A CV-OSC scheduling task is formulated to reschedule the down-
stream operations of Job5 from Op5b forward using existing intervals of
available capacity. The results of this action are indicated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Solution state after CV-OSC (init-op = Op5b)

The �nal remaining conict is also resolved using CV-OSC, because
of the absence of signi�cant downstream resource contention and negative
projected job lateness. The �nal revised schedule is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Final solution

5.4. Characteristics of the Approach
The OPIS scheduling methodology makes several pragmatic assump-

tions to deal with the special characteristics and complexities of the sched-
ule modi�cation task pointed out in Section 2. Each of these assumptions



involves compromise in some respect, but it is also these assumptions that
make the approach viable in practical scheduling domains. In this section,
we examine these assumptions in relation to the issues previously raised.

Bounding the scope of a given reaction. On each cycle of the re-
pair process, OPIS makes heuristic decisions as to the scope of the next
schedule modi�cation action. These decisions are based on implications of
the structure of current solution constraints as encoded in its subproblem
formulation model. However, the conict analysis metrics on which these
implications are founded are, by computational necessity, aggregate and
interpreted qualitatively. There is no guarantee that solution of the delin-
eated subproblem (which limits visibility to a subset of the current solution
constraints) will not introduce additional constraint conicts into the sched-
ule, and there are accordingly no a priori bounds that can be placed on the
extent to which change will ripple through the solution. The expectation
is that, on average, the heuristic model will limit the amount of revision
performed to what is required (given expected performance biases - see be-
low). Experimentation has borne out this expectation. Although missed
opportunities for more localized change have been observed in speci�c re-
active circumstances (e.g., when the current state falls at the boundaries
of the model), overall results indicate that, on average, this model signif-
icantly outperforms other, more rigid and less informed schedule revision
strategies [25]. Moreover, because the model is based on generic properties
of the underlying solution constraint graph, it is applicable across a range
of scheduling domains (and certainly generalizable to others).

Trading o� attending to scheduling objectives for being non-disruptive.
The degree of emphasis given toward either of these concerns is also a
function of the heuristic subproblem formulation model employed. Ab-
stract characterizations of the current solution state have implications with
respect to both optimization needs and opportunities for non-disruptive
modi�cation, and these implications are not always synergistic. In such
circumstances, the current OPIS subproblem formulation model is biased
toward modi�cation actions that preserve schedule quality. Other models
are of course possible. For example, within the NEGOPRO software project
scheduler [23], which adopts a similar constraint-directed, multi-perspective
approach, a subproblem formulation model biased in the opposite direction
is employed (in this domain, continuity of resource assignments is preferred
even at the expense of acquiring more resources when milestones slip).

\Time to execution" bias. Although the above tradeo� has implica-
tions with respect to computational e�ciency, the iterative nature of the
modi�cation process allows the need for responsiveness in reactive situa-
tions to be treated separately. On any given cycle of the iterative process,
constraint propagation produces descriptions of the currently pending set
of constraint conicts and improvement opportunities. If prioritization of
this set is based �rst on the temporal proximity of these problems to the
current time then it can be ensured that conicts blocking execution are



attended to in bounded time. Moreover, because new external updates are
imported on each cycle, focus can shift to more pressing problems as they
arise.

Guarantee of a feasible solution. The existence of a feasible solution
is guaranteed in any modi�cation context by assuming that constraints
are \in�nitely relaxable" along at least one dimension (e.g., activities can
always be delayed, additional resource capacity can always be acquired,
processes can always be dropped from the schedule). This exibility is
counterbalanced by the inclusion of corresponding scheduling objectives
to minimize relaxation to the extent possible (e.g., minimize tardiness),
and the subproblem formulation model's overall bias toward maintaining
solution quality.

6. Relationship to Other Work

Work in reactive scheduling and schedule revision techniques has
gained considerable prominence within the �eld of knowledge-based schedul-
ing in recent years. Relative to manufacturing scheduling, several alterna-
tive constraint-based approaches have appeared. In [5], a blackboard-based
system for generating and revising factory schedules based fairly directly
on the concepts of OPIS (although employing di�erent revision operators)
is described. One interesting aspect of this work, from an architectural per-
spective, was its use of a decomposable framework for temporal constraint
propagation that provided a basis for explicitly controlling the amount
of constraint propagation performed in di�erent problem solving circum-
stances, and thus an ability to trade o� the time spent revising the schedule
against the quality of the reaction.

In [4], a distributed constraint satisfaction problem solving (CSP)
approach to reactive scheduling based on a hierarchically organized set of
scheduling agents is de�ned. Each agent is given responsibility for making
and retracting speci�c commitments (time assignments on a particular ma-
chine, machine assignments in a given work area, due dates of current jobs).
Schedule revision proceeds as a collective activity based on dependency-
directed backtracking search, with the single strategic agent bearing re-
sponsibility trading o� global objectives when it has been established that
current constraints cannot be met. From a behavioral standpoint, the in-
teraction protocols employed give rise to a reactive strategy where scope
is systematically enlarged from individual machine schedules, to groups of
substitutable machines, and �nally to consideration of process due date re-
laxation. The real issue here is scalability, given the reliance on systematic
backtrack search.

Recent work in iterative repair scheduling approaches [3, 13, 16, 33]
shares the same incomplete search assumption as OPIS in approaching con-
ict resolution. However, this work has principally focused on a di�erent
class of scheduling problems (e.g., space mission scheduling) where absolute



temporal constraints are not relaxable and there is generally less temporal
structure to processes. The optimization problem here can be seen as min-
imizing the number of capacity conicts (because any conicts that cannot
be resolved will require processes to be dropped from the schedule), and thus
the tradeo�s emphasized in the OPIS reactive model concerning tardiness
and WIP minimization are not relevant. One exception is the space shuttle
processing domain of [33], which presents a complex \project scheduling"
problem that is much closer in character to manufacturing scheduling prob-
lems. However, the approach taken here treats due dates as non-relaxable
and attempts to minimize the number of capacity conicts in the �nal
schedule.

Work in iterative repair scheduling also di�ers in the approach taken
to control of the revision process. Whereas OPIS relies on knowledge about
problem structure to direct application of sophisticated local search meth-
ods, most of this work has instead emphasized more extensive global search
with simpler (typically smaller granularity) repair heuristics. In [13, 16],
a \min-conict" heuristic, which revises a single conicting commitment
with bias toward minimizing the number of new conicts introduced, is re-
peatedly applied to attempt to �nd a conict free schedule from an initial
randomly generated set of commitments (using periodic restarts as a hedge
against local minima traps). In [33], a more complex heuristic that en-
sures continued consistency of relative temporal process constraints while
it moves a conicting operation is repeatedly applied within a simulated
annealing search framework. In this case, provisions are provided for in-
troduction of additional repair heuristics to deal with constraint violations
other than capacity conicts, and utility-based penalty functions associated
with constraints and objectives are used to evaluate alternative solutions.
The approach taken in [3] is perhaps the closest in concept to the OPIS
methodology. Here extensive initial global search, which randomly shu�es
activities to other regions on the time line to relieve capacity conicts, is
used as a basis for discovering inherent bottleneck regions in the space and
this information is used to direct the application of more informed schedule
revision operators.

7. Extensions and Current Focus

Subsequent research in manufacturing scheduling domains has ex-
plored frameworks for distributing and re�ning variants of the scheduling
methodology employed by OPIS. In [28, 12], a structural decomposition of
the factory, employing hierarchical descriptions of time and resource ca-
pacity constraints, was used as a basis for extending the OPIS framework
to manage schedules at di�erent levels over di�erent time horizons. The
CSS scheduler [21], alternatively explored a decomposition of scheduling re-
sponsibility among a set of \resource broker agents" (each concerned with
e�cient utilization of a speci�c set of resources) and a single \work order



manager" agent (concerned with process oriented constraints and objec-
tives). In [24], a framework for partitioning responsibility between a global
scheduler and a set of local \dispatching" agents was de�ned, emphasiz-
ing exploitation of existing temporal exibility in the global schedule as a
means for localized, execution-time schedule repair as circumstances war-
rant. This framework is currently being further developed for operational
use in real-time control of an INTEL wafer fabrication facility.

One area of current research is investigating the broader applicabil-
ity of these results and the basic OPIS schedule repair methodology to the
problem of distributed management of large-scale transportation schedules.
Work here has led to development of the DITOPS (DIstributed Transporta-
tion Scheduling in OPIS) system [32], which is currently being applied to
problems in military crisis-action deployment logistics. Generalizations and
extensions have been made to the original OPIS representational frame-
work, the repertoire of revision methods available, and the heuristic sub-
problem formulation model to better reect the character of the important
constraints in this domain and the dimensions along which constraint re-
laxation and schedule modi�cation should proceed. We have demonstrated
capabilities to intelligently respond to a range of reactive problems (e.g.,
port closings, unexpected unavailability of transport vehicles, changes to
material movement requirements), and are currently engaged in integrating
DITOPS with other, complementary transportation planning technologies
to support a large-scale demonstration in an operational scenario.

A second thrust of current research focuses on integration of incre-
mental, reactive scheduling techniques with user decision-making processes,
and the development of exible interactive scheduling tools. As we argued
at the outset of this paper, scheduling in most practical environments is
very much an iterative process of \getting the constraints right". Incremen-
tal schedule revision techniques such as those developed within the OPIS
scheduler are particularly well suited to the form of decision support that
this process implies, particularly in substantial scheduling environments
(manufacturing-related or otherwise) where it is unreasonable to expect
users to productively interact with a scheduling system at the level of in-
dividual decisions in the system's solution model. In these domains, there
are simply too many decisions to consider and e�ectively manipulate on an
individual basis (e.g., via manual Gantt chart editing with constraint check-
ing), and the details of most decisions are generally unimportant from the
standpoint of user tasks and goals. The reactive scheduling methodology of
OPIS, alternatively, provides the foundation for an interactive framework
that preserves the user's ability to exercise explicit control over the solution
change process (essential for exploration, understanding and calibration of
possible solution improvements and adjustments) while promoting user in-
teraction in higher-level and more comprehensible task-oriented terms (e.g.,
reschedule job x to complete by Friday, add su�cient overtime to complete
next week's orders on time). Building on the notions of hierarchical model-



ing and opportunistic subproblem formulation de�ned in the OPIS control
architecture, we are developing an interactive scheduling framework that
operationalizes this view. Our vision is a graphical, spreadsheet-like model
of user/system interaction, where schedules are visualized, analyzed and
manipulated from aggregate decision-making perspectives, and the system
incrementally \manages the details" of solution change in a manner consis-
tent with user expectations. [31].

A third complementary component of our current research aims at
simpli�cation of the application building process. Though we believe that
reactive scheduling methodology developed in OPIS is relevant to a broad
range of applications, di�erent scheduling environments invariably present
di�erent challenges. There is diversity along several dimensions: in the
structure of di�erent domains (e.g., type of manufacturing system and dis-
cipline), in the types of constraints that dominate, in the performance ob-
jectives and preferences that must be attended to, and in the types of uncer-
tainties must be accommodated; and problem characteristics along each of
these dimensions will dictate the modeling assumptions, scheduling heuris-
tics, and solution procedures most appropriate for successful application.
The OPIS scheduling architecture provides a modeling and scheduling sys-
tem infra-structure for encoding and integrating application-speci�c solu-
tion components. However, at the software level, its reliance on frame-based
implementation techniques provide only limited support for encapsulation
of component functionality and exploitation of a layered system semantics.
We have recently completed an initial redesign and reimplementation of the
basic OPIS framework, based on more modern object-based analysis and
programming techniques. Our goal here is a application building \tool-
box", which provides an a compositional library of system building blocks
(e.g., constraint representation and propagation techniques, (re)scheduling
methods and heuristics, subproblem formulation policies) and an explicit
hierarchy of protocols for con�guring and customizing schedulers to meet
the requirements of speci�c applications.[30]

A �nal area of current research is exploring the development and use
of constraint-based schedule revision strategies with more exible \tempo-
ral data base" representations of current solution constraints (e.g., [6]).
Within such representational frameworks, start and end times of scheduled
activities are generally not �xed to speci�c points in time, but instead are
constrained to intervals that satisfy posted temporal constraints. This al-
lows, for example, the possibility of developing schedules that anticipate
executional uncertainty and defer commitment on timing details whenever
possible and appropriate. This work is being carried out with the HSTS sys-
tem[18], an integrated planning and scheduling architecture that provides
such a representational framework.
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